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Abstract
 As a preliminary work for a comparative study on Japanese and American colonial-
ism, this article intends to analyze the Japanese notion of territory before the Japanese 
colonization of Taiwan through the examination of various constitutional drafts. 
 Until the Meiji Constitution was issued in ????, ordinary people as well as intel-
lectuals, government officials and politicians had composed many constitutional drafts. In 
most cases, the texts and concepts of the drafts were taken from the Western constitutions. 
Still, although it was a vital component in the Western constitutions, as well as some of the 
Japanese drafts, the significance of lack of territorial clause in the Meiji Constitution has 
received less attention. 
 In this article, first, territorial definitions in constitutional drafts in the ????s and 
??s were discussed. Particularly, along with the historical process to define national border, 
AOKI Sh?zo?s drafts were thoroughly analyzed, since these were based upon the notion that 
national territory could be expanded or shrunken. Even Japanese colonialism was in sight. 
 Second, the exclusion process of territorial clauses from the Meiji Constitution 
was traced. By accepting Hermann Roesler?s advice, ITO Hirobumi excluded a territorial 
definition of the Japanese Empire. The main reason for this was the Constitution relying 
on the historical myth of Japan as emperor?s soil, in conflict with the modern explanation of 
national territory as an unfixed tentative. 
 Less attention to a legal territorial definition did not indicate that Japan was not 






























building process. The missing of territorial clauses was the causes of later confusion in the 
acquisition of new territories. Consequently, this shows the critical conflict between the legal 
justification of Japanese colonialism and national polity. 
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?Sämtliche Bestandtheile des Königreichs sind und bleiben zu einem unzertrennlichen Ganzen 
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